
B2B and B2C e-invoice pricing

Invoices / month 0-49 50-199 200-499 500-999 1000-1999 Over 
2000

B2B E-invoice send 3,20 3,00 2,80 2,60 2,40 2,20

B2C E-invoice send 5,00 4,90 4,80 4,70 4,60 4,50

B2B E-invoice receive 3,20 3,00 2,80 2,60 2,40 2,20

The price of invoices sent by email follows the price list of B2B e-invoices

Print and Send services

Invoices / month 1-49 50-199 200-499 500-999 1000-1999 Over 
2000

Priority A-post 12,72 12,22 11,72 11,22 10,72 10,22

Economy B-post 11,59 11,09 10,59 10,09 9,59 9,09

Priority A-post and Economy B-post prices include printing, enveloping and sending of one page. 
Extra pages cost 1,06 SEK/page.

Color printing at additional cost 0,30 SEK/page

Outside Sweden

Printed invoice 23,32 / 1.page Extra page 1,20 

Price list 2024 

Direct Customer Pricing - Sweden

Maventa service has no fixed maintenance or opening costs - you only pay according to the number 
of invoices sent and received. The price list is valid from 1.2.2024. All prices are in Swedish kronor 
and subject to VAT.



Scanning service pricing

Invoices / month 1-49 50-199 200-499 500-999 1000-1999 Over 
2000

PDF scan 8,40 8,00 7,60 7,20 6,80 6,40

Paper scan 13,00 12,70 12,40 12,10 11,80 11,50

The paper scanning price includes scanning of the first page of the invoice.
Price per additional scanned paper page is 2,00 SEK.

Additional scanning services

EUR Per Service fee description

12,00 SEK Document Forwarding materials.
If your supplier sends materials to scanning services, which 
are not invoices, such as reminders, agreements etc. These 
documents will be separately scanned and delivered to 
customer by email. 
If the material cannot be scanned it will be delivered to you by 
post (“Forwarding materials that cannot be scanned”)
Advertisement materials will be shredded.
Informing and guiding your suppliers to send only invoices to 
the scanning service will eliminate additional costs. 

25,00 SEK Document Forwarding materials that cannot be scanned
If your supplier sends materials to scanning service that 
cannot be scanned they will be sent to you by post.
Informing and guiding your suppliers to send only invoices to 
the scanning service will eliminate additional costs. 


